The present paper describes a new type of display for X-ray diffraction patterns which corresponds to the N pattern well known in electron diffraction. This has been realized by an m-circle SSD (solid-state detector) diffractometer equipped with a CRT display all operated by a small computer. The merits are described of its possible applications.
Introduction
As is well known, a set of diffraction spots in a reciprocal plane through the origin of the reciprocal lattice has been photographed by transmission electron diffraction with a thin sample of mica (Nishikawa & Kikuchi, 1928; Kikuchi, 1928a) . Among early papers, particularly beautiful patterns from mica were shown (Kikuchi, 1928b (Kikuchi, , c, 1930 , and the term "Npattern' or 'net-like pattern' was used (Kikuchi, 1928c) . In this case, the observable area in reciprocal space is very wide, becausethin-film samples usually used in the transmission case have reciprocal-lattice points elongated perpendicular to the plane of the sample and also because the Ewald sphere is very large owing to the short wavelength usually used.
On the other hand, a series of nh,nk,nl reflections, with integer values of n, on a line through the origin of the reciprocal space can be simultaneously measured by an SSD diffractometer with a white X-ray source (Hosoya & Fukamachi, 1973a) , and soon it was noticed that an N-pattern somewhat similar to those in the electron diffraction case can be obtained just by rotating the specimen crystal around its axis (Hosoya, 1973, unpublished; Hosoya & Fukamachi, 1973b , 1975 . Since then convenient two-circle (Fukamachi, Nakano, Hosoya & Shimomura, 1978) and four-circle (Sakamaki, Hosoya & Fukamachi, 1980) white X-ray diffractometers have been constructed. It is, therefore, possible to collect the data of, for instance, hkO reflections by scanning the reciprocal space with a sample crystal rotated around its c axis, and to display them on a fluorescent screen, just as in the radar display, after the Lp factor and the intensity scale are corrected for, if preferred.
Outline of the system
A block-diagram of the present system is shown in Fig. 1 . This system consists of a two-circle SSD goniometer controlled by a micro-computer with a graphic display, although the goniometer needs only its co axis. This axis and a multi-channel analyser (MCA) connected to an SSD are both controlled by a microcomputer; the MCA is connected to the computer through a GP-IB (general purpose interface bus). The X-rays diffracted by a sample crystal are detected by a pure Ge SSD and then analysed by the MCA. The output data obtained are transferred to the microcomputer, and recorded on a minifloppy disc (MFD) and at the same time are shown on a graphic display after being modified in intensity according to the number of counts for each reflection. This procedure is repeated for each azimuthal angle with a suitable step as the crystal is rotated around one of its axes. The memory in the computer used in the present work is dots, but only two kinds of brightness. However, the intensity of each reflection can be expressed by brightspot area more or less proportional to each reflection intensity, as will be described later. It should be mentioned that a finite time is always necessary to collect the data of, for instance, hkO reflections, because the crystal should be rotated around the relevant axis by 2rt or at least its appropriate fraction. Therefore, a too rapidly changing phenomenon is difficult, in principle, to investigate fully, even if synchrotron radiation is used.
If a better display with more grades of brightness is used, then it is possible to show roughly the intensity values of reflections on the display not by area but by brightness. If preferred, the factors such as Lp can be corrected for. However, it may be useful even if only the qualitative values of intensities are shown, because the original data stored in the memories are more accurate and, whenever desired, they can be shown as a digital form in printout, after necessary corrections such as the intensity distribution of the incident beam have been made.
The obtained results
For demonstration, the hkO net plane has been measured and is shown in Fig. 2 . The sample used is a rodshaped NaC1 crystal 0.5 mm in diameter with its axis parellel to its [001] axis. The X-ray tube with Cu anode, though the anode does not matter much, was operated at 35 kV and 6 mA. The counts were accumulated for a second at each azimuthal position and this procedure was repeated with an angle step of 0.2 °, and the hkO pattern was obtained in just over 30 min.
In Fig. 3 , the hhO spectrum is shown. The thick ring in Fig. 2 is due to the diffuse scattering of Cu K characteristic X-rays by both sample and air: this ring corresponds to Cu Kct and fl peaks in Fig. 3 ; they are not separated because of the present bad S/N ratio. The many thin lines in radial directions in Fig. 2 are due to the escape peaks of a new type (described in the next section) caused by photoelectrons in the SSD. These generally make the background higher, as is seen in Fig. 3 , although they are different from the usual escape peaks already reported (Fukamachi, Togawa & Hosoya, 1973; Buras, Staun Olsen, Lindegaard Andersen, Gerward & Selsmark, 1974) . In order to obtain a less noisy N pattern, the background has been eliminated in the following way: Fig. 3 shows the X-ray spectrum for an azimuth along the [110] direction. The background becomes higher as the energy becomes lower. It is, therefore, generally possible to stress weaker high-angle reflections by setting the threshold level such as shown by the broken lines A and B in Fig. 3 . Thus a pattern with a better.S/N ratio can be obtained as shown in Fig. 4 . In this case, the thick ring inside appears as a pair of separate rings, because Cu K~ and fl are separated owing to a better S/N ratio. In addition, the usual escape peaks due to Ge are shown clearly as four spots inside the rings in Fig. 4 . If the threshold level is set on the dashed line B (Fig. 3) , and if the peaks with energy lower than about 10 keV are eliminated, then the N pattern is much less noisy as shown in Fig. 5 . Fig. 6 shows another N pattern obtained with rotation around the [110] axis. In this case, reflections with even and odd indices are shown side by side, and strong and weak reflections are shown more or less by the size of each reflection. It is, therefore, possible to know the reflection intensities to some extent, even with a display having only one degree of brightness.
The precision of the lattice constant to be determined by this system is about 10-3-10 -4 , being similar to the case of powder specimens (Fukamachi, Hosoya & Terasaki, 1973) . As for the precision of the intensity measurement, the present method is usually good, though the intensity distribution has to be measured for the incident radiation.
The area observable by the present system can be varied by choosing a suitable diffraction angle so that the reciprocal space can be expanded in the case of a complicated structure. In the present system, it is most efficient to collect the data and display the net pattern passing through the origin of the reciprocal lattice.
The escape phenomena of a new type
As was described in the above, radial lines are seen in Fig. 2 . These are explained as follows: when an X-ray photon is absorbed by an SSD, that energy produces photoelectrons, and some of these electrons dissipate their energy in the form of Bremsstrahlung when they go out of an SSD; this phenomenon causes a new type of escape peak as will be reported separately. Because of this, the background on the low-energy side of the relevant peak becomes higher, as seen in Fig. 3 . 
Discussion
The system described in the present paper is almost of the minimum scale, and there are several points to be improved. However, the merits of the present system are as follows:
(1) The system can be conveniently used, particularly for studying the single crystal under extreme conditions, where the incident and diffracted X-rays have only limited paths with a more or less fixed diffraction angle (Fukamachi, Nakano, Hosoya & Shimomura, 1978) so that khO reflections, for example, may be measured.
(2) In comparison with a Laue camera, the present system is easily operated once the necessary software is written. The indexing is very easy, and therefore the system can also be used as a tool for setting the orientation of single-crystal specimens.
(3) It is impossible to carry out intensity measurements with a Laue camera, but it is possible with the present system because the intensity values of a series of reflections included in each Laue spot are separately accumulated in the memory through an SSD. The necessary corrections can be made for intensity distribution of the incident beam and for absorption.
(4) The intensity data are recorded on a minifloppy disk, and ready for any data processing. The measurements of an N pattern cannot be carried out quickly by the present method. However, this method is less subject to the dynamical effect due to multiple reflections than is electron diffraction.
(5) The N pattern not passing through the origin of the reciprocal space, such as hk2, can also be displayed, if the data are collected by several rotations with a four-circle diffractometer and stored in the memory. This type of net pattern naturally corresponds to a photograph which can be taken by a precession camera.
(6) As far as hkl, hk2, hk3 reflections, for instance, are concerned, the range of measurements can be limited by choosing the Bragg angle. Therefore, even if the crystal is a protein with a large unit cell, the central part, at least, can be displayed by choosing a suitable low scattering angle.
(7) The present setup is very convenient to display the intensity change of nh,nk,nl reflections as a polar diagram.
The present system, however, has an intrinsic limitation: a finite time is required to measure the intensity spectrum at each azimuthal angle. Besides, the limiting factors in data acquisition are the dead time of an SSD and an MCA and the time required for rotating a specimen. If the dead-time values of an SSD and an MCA could be made as short as 1/30 of the present values, the N pattern could be obtained in a minute or so. In addition, usually an angular fraction a little over rt, re/2, re/4 or the like is the necessary minimum angle range to be scanned, depending upon the symmetry of the crystal. However, the intensity pattern should be scanned in the whole circular range, if the anomalous scattering affects intensities of reflections at a certain range of sin 0 values, owing to the violation of Friedel's law.
A usual sealed-off tube operated by a standard Xray generator will be sufficient, if the optical system is chosen in a suitable way. If the measurement time could be shortened to 1/3000 of the present value by the use of a high-counting-rate SSD together with a rotating-anode tube, the system would become somewhat similar to an electron diffraction camera, and almost real-time observation might be possible. Apart from that, it may be desirable to use a display with many grades of brightness; background at low level intensity may be easily suppressed by data processing, if preferred.
However, an X-ray tube of any kind may happen to give reflection spots due to characteristic X-rays. In this sense, the synchrotron radiation source is ideal, though it should be attenuated, for instance, by using a very small crystal and/or a very fine collimator. Generally speaking, facilities for displaying any X-ray pattern in a rapidly understandable form will be very helpful when synchrotron radiation is used.
